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1. Introduction In many information retrieval and text-editing applications it is necessary to be able to locate quickly some or all occurrences of user-specified patterns of words and phrases in text. This paper describes a simple, efficient algorithm to locate all occurrences of any of a finite number of keywords and phrases in an arbitrary text string. The approach should be familiar to those acquainted with finite automata. The algorithm consists of two parts. In the first part we construct from the set of keywords a finite state pattern matching machine; in the second part we apply the text string as input to the pattern matching machine. The machine signals whenever it has found a match for a keyword. Using finite state machines in pattern matching applications is not new, but their use seems to be frequently shunned by programmers. Part of the reason for this reluctance on the part of programmers may be due to the complexity of programming the conventional algorithms for constructing finite automata from regular expressions, particularly if state minimization techniques are needed. This paper shows that an efficient finite state pattern matching machine can be constructed quickly and simply from a restricted class of regular expressions, namely those consisting of finite sets of keywords. Our approach combines the ideas in the Knuth-Morris-Pratt algorithm with those of finite state machines. Perhaps the most interesting aspect of this paper the amount of improvement the finite state algorithm gives over more conventional approaches. We used the finite state pattern matching algorithm in a library bibliographic search program. The purpose of the program is to allow a bibliographer to find in a citation index all titles satisfying some Boolean function of keywords and phrases. The search program was first implemented with a straightforward string matching algorithm. Replacing this algorithm with the finite state approach resulted in a program whose running time was a fifth to a tenth of the original program on typical inputs.



Failure function in aho corasick algorithm: Construction for failure function



2.EXPERIMENTATION



Modified Aho Chorasic Algorithm: Objective: Removing Failure function in aho_corasick algorithm by ‘goto-queue’.



In general aho chorasic method; As explained earlier, a database for failure pointers is maintained in order to link to a new node when fail transition occurs, which increases the space complexity. So here we propose a new methodology where in we try to reduce the storage problem by introducing a different way of pattern matching procedure after constructing the database with the given key words. The modified machine works as fallows Consider the example given above, in which the text “ushers” has to be matched with the keywords set {“she”, “he”, “hers”, “his”}. First an FSM is created with the given keywords same as explained above. Then it starts a goto function g(0,a)=s, where s is valid if a={h,s}.then this function makes a transition from State 0 to state 1 or 3 depending on the symbol. In the current example first symbol is ‘u’ and g(0,u) = 0, then the next symbol to match is ‘s’, and g(0,s) = 3, and the current state becomes 3. while matching the next symbol which is ‘h’ here , it traverses from the state 3 and proceeds. Simultaneously a new process is created whenever a valid transition occurs which repeats the same procedure from the root node. This process is repeated for all the symbols until they encounter a failure or the bottom state in that branch is reached, then that process is finished. Whenever it finds an output that output and its index is emitted out. process 1: g(0,u) = 0 -> g(0,s) = 3 -> g(3,h) = 4 -> g(4,e) = 5 (output state) -> g(5,r) = fail process 2: g(0,h) = 1 -> g(1,e) = 2 ( output state ) -> g(2,r) = 8 -> g(8,s) (output state) process 3: g(0,e) = fail process 4: g(0,r) = fail process 5: g(0,s)=3 (end of text)



From the above table of processes it can be inferred that even by starting from root node every time almost all of the processes ends at the same time so with this parallel processing implementation the speed may decrease a little bit but doesn’t become worse. Pseudo code for this implementation is explained below.



Pseudo Code: Input: text Output: emit the outputs and index position. 1.sÅ0; 2. while(text) { while ({“goto” queue}!=empty) { // for all gi in “goto” queue



if (gi(s,a) == fail) {goto queue}Å{goto queue} – gi(s,a); else if (gi(s,a) = = s’ && output(s’)!=empty) { {“goto” queue}Å {“goto” queue} - gi(s,a) ; emit output; } }



if(gi(s,a)Æ s’ !=fail) {



{“goto” queue} Å {“goto” queue} U gi+1(0,a);



} }



Pseudo code for goto function Input : set of keywords k={y1,y2..yk} Output: goto function and partially compute output function output Method: we assume output(s) is empty when state s is first created And g(s,a)=fail ,if a is undefined or if g(s,a) has not yet Been defined.The procedure enter(y) insterts into goto Graph a path spell out y ;



Basic aho_corsasick structure



struct aho_state { struct aho_state * next_state[256]; struct rule * rule_list; struct aho_state * fail_ptr; }



Modified aho_corasick structure



Struct aho_state { Struct aho_state * next_state[256]; Struct rule * rule_list }



goto queue gi(s,a) gi-1(s,a) gi-2(s,a)



g0(s,a)



Because in aho corasick algorithm each node points to failure pointer of type aho corasick node so it will take the same number of bytes as the basic aho corasick node.This extra memory overhead is eliminated by our Modified aho corasick algorithm. So we can say that the reduction in memory is reduced by 20-30% atleast.



Flow chart for FSM machine



Flow chart for Aho_goto_queue function



Results: We implemented the goto queue for Aho Corasick Algorithm. We maintained multi ‘goto’ pointers in ‘goto’ queue which moves with the text character if it matches the pattern character. We initialize a new goto pointer when this happens. So in this stage we have two goto pointers. Like this we can have multiple goto pointers at any stage. Our idea is we will initiate a new goto pointer at the header when previous goto pointer moves. In this scheme we no need maintain failure function. When the one of the pattern matches or when goto pointer fails to move to next state that goto pointer stopped. By above method it is obvious that there is less memory usage is done as compared with normal aho corasick ,because there is no failure function. Failure function requires a lot of memory to maintain as the number of patterns which have common prefixes increases. So the unmodified aho_corasick algorithm has memory overhead. In these days the gap between memory and processing speed is a bottleneck the processor takes lot of penalty cycles when it access memory. By above technique we can reduce the space complexity.
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Problems Encountered: Actually we can implement this algorithm by using goto-threads instead of goto pointers .If we implement with threads we can further reduce the memory .But we did our code in C ,the threads in C are not flexible . If we implement this algorithm in java we could show you this algorithm in better way as a pipeline model,because threads in java are user friendly than C pthreads. Another problem we faced is we could not able to measure the memory it is taking in dynamically .We can know this if we run this bench program in simplescalar tool .But we are not familiar with the simple scalar tool and how to convert a normal ‘c’ file into a bench mark program which simple scalar can take as an input. Project Summary: Pros : The best part of our algorithm is we reduce the memory overhead which is the main disadvantage in normal aho corasick algorithm. Cons: Speed of over algorithm might be little bit slow. Because of parallel processing this slow compared with normal aho corasick is negligible



References: [1]. "Efficient string matching: An aid to bibliographic search". Aho, Alfred V., Margaret J. Corasick (June 1975) [2]. “Efficient multi-attribute pattern matching using the extended Aho-Corasick method” Ando, K.; Okada, M.; Shishibori, M.; Jun-Ichi Aoe



[3]. Speed-up of aho-corasick pattern matching machines by rearranging states” Nishimura, T.; Fukamachi, S.; Shinohara, T.;
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